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For eight years the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society has used IEEE Conference eXpress for the electronic publishing of its conference proceedings.

VTS prides itself in providing good membership value, and top quality technical publication is a significant part of this. We have been very pleased with the consistently high standards of IEEE Conference eXpress. In particular, timely publication of conference material is extremely important to authors—through pre-conference tagging, IEEE eXpress Conference Publishing helped us get the 650 papers for our flagship conference, VTC, onto Xplore within a week of the conference this year.

The most valuable asset of an organization like VTS is the time of its members and volunteers. The eCopyright system and data extraction services provided by IEEE Conference eXpress significantly reduce the workload on conference authors and volunteers.

Having worked with a number of publishers over the years, I know just how innovative IEEE eXpress Conference Publishing is, and we look forward to a continuing relationship with them in the years to come.
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